Iron release from transferrin, its C-lobe, and their complexes with transferrin receptor: presence of N-lobe accelerates release from C-lobe at endosomal pH.
Human transferrin, like other members of the transferrin class of iron-binding proteins, is a bilobal structure, the product of duplication and fusion of an ancestral gene during the course of biochemical evolution. Although the two lobes exhibit 45% sequence identity and identical ligand structures of their iron-binding sites (one in each lobe), they differ in their iron-binding properties and their responsiveness to complex formation with the transferrin receptor. A variety of interlobe interactions modulating these iron-binding functions has been described. We have now studied the kinetics of iron release to pyrophosphate from the isolated recombinant C-lobe and from that lobe in the intact protein, each free and bound to receptor. The striking finding is that the rates of iron release at the pH of the endosome to which transferrin is internalized by the iron-dependent cell are similar in the free proteins but 18 times faster from full-length monoferric transferrin selectively loaded with iron in the C-lobe than from isolated C-lobe when each is complexed to the receptor. The possibility that the faster release in the receptor complex of the full-length protein at endosomal pH contributes to the evolutionary advantage of the bilobal structure is considered.